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+at the aeroengine ignition device’s ignition properties are set as a rule of thumb causes the waste of ignition device’s resources,
low efficiency of aeroengine’s operation, and short service life of plugs. In this paper, a variable frequency and energy aeroengine
ignition device is developed for improving aeroengine combustion chamber’s ignition properties. +e STC89C52 MCU was
chosen as the device’s core controller. Power supply circuit, MCU and external circuit, IGBTdrive circuit, boost circuit, current-
voltage monitor circuit, and discharge circuit are all part of the hardware circuit. Because the MCU is in charge of driving the
IGBT and discharging the capacitor, the device can accurately generate a corresponding frequency output signal. It also creates
frequency control and energy control modules, both of which can adjust ignition properties according to user needs. +e ignition
device proposed in this paper is stable and lighter and has a predetermined frequency and energy. It lays the groundwork for
improving the aeroengine’s ignition reliability.

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Status

1.1.1. Research Actuality. At present, many domestic igni-
tion devices adopt reverse flyback converters to boost the
voltage [1–3]. +ey use a gas discharge tube to discharge
electricity. A few advanced ignition devices use MOSFET to
boost the voltage [4–6]. +at some western countries have
begun to develop electronic ignition devices, which are small
and light, and have precision frequency, laying a perfect
foundation for the subsequent study of variable frequency
and energy ignition devices.

+e performance of domestic high-temperature semi-
conductors is very low, which cannot follow the desire of
requesting large aeroengine high-temperature working en-
vironment [7, 8]. At present, domestic large aeroengine
ignition device mainly uses a mechanical resonance inverter
booster transformer to succeed inverter booster. It adopts
gas discharge tubes as discharging control switches [9, 10].
Only some small engines, power plants, and starters which

require low-temperature working environment use semi-
conductor power tube boost circuit [11].

1.1.2. Trend. Aeroengine fuel must be ignited by an ignition
system and burned, which serves as a source of energy.
Engines must have a low rate of controlling in-flight
shutdown and good in-flight ignition capability.+e ignition
system [12, 13] is a critical component of the engine’s
starting and restarting process, and its operating charac-
teristics and abilities have a direct impact on whether en-
gines start and restart successfully, as well as the engine’s
overall safety. +e following is a summary of the future
development trend of domestic aeroengine ignition systems:

(1) From inductive energy storage to capacitor energy
storage ignition device: the ignition device, which
has a special energy storage device inside, is a key
component of energy storage and release. +e stored
energy of an inductive energy storage ignition device
is typically several dozens of millijoules, with high
and uncontrollable discharge frequencies. +e stored
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energy of a capacitor energy storage ignition device
can be several dozens of joules, with low and con-
trollable discharge frequencies. +e inductive energy
storage system’s stored energy is used for indirect
ignition, which is heavy. +e capacitor energy
storage system’s stored energy is used for direct
ignition. Unless an old machine type is isolated, new
machine types now use a capacitor ignition system
rather than an inductive system. By controlling the
energy-storing capacitance charge, the capacitance
discharge ignition system accumulates enough
voltages. It releases energy into the ignition spark
plug by capacitance discharging instantaneously
[14].

(2) From mechanical to electronic ignition device: +e
development of the ignition system is also the de-
velopment of electronic components. Contact igni-
tion device grows into contactless ignition device.
And analog ignition device grows into digital igni-
tion device.

+e main difference between a contact and a contactless
ignition device is whether or not there are any devices inside,
such as a voltage converter, that have contact vibration. +e
DC-AC [15] contact ignition device with electromagnetic
contact vibration has electromagnetic conversion abilities of
vibration transformer coils, and low-voltage direct current
becomes high-voltage pulse current. +e diode then rectifies
the signal and charges the energy-storing capacitance. When
the capacitance voltage reaches the discharge tube’s
breakdown voltage, the discharge tube breaks down, re-
leasing energy into the spark plug and cable. An electric
spark is produced by the ignition spark plug. +en do it all
over again.+e operational life of a contact ignition device is
shorter than that of a contactless ignition device due to the
device’s moving mechanical elements.

When the contactless ignition device is connected to a
DC supply [16, 17], low-voltage DC power is converted to
high-voltage AC power by filter circuit and DC converter
circuit. It is rectified by time jitters of the diode and charges
the energy-storing capacitance. When the voltage of the
capacitance reaches the breakdown voltage of the discharge
tube, the discharge tube breaks down. It discharges via the
discharge tube and the spark plug generates an electric spark.
+e contactless ignition device is converted mainly by
transistor devices.

1.2.ResearchPurpose. +e ignition device, which is common
in various aeroengines, is a control device that provides a
rated voltage pulse for the combustion chamber in the
aeroengine. In the aeroengine system, it is one of the most
important control components. +e ignition device ensures
that the aeroengine system operates safely and reliably under
a variety of external environmental conditions. A new type
of revolutionary ignition device is a variable frequency and
energy ignition device. Technology research on safe variable
frequency and energy ignition device is underway in advance
of the application needs for domestic aeroengines.+eMCU

and pulsed power key technologies are primarily used in its
technology. It is a high-voltage pulsed power device that is
required for concurrent hardware and software design jobs
involving variable frequency and energy.

+e purpose of this paper is to design a variable fre-
quency and energy aeroengine ignition device [18]. Variable
frequency and energy ignition technology is based on the
traditional ignition system and is also advanced and intel-
ligent. +e big difference between the new system and the
traditional system is the possession of abilities of variable
frequency and energy. +e core technology of the device is
solid-state ignition technology. It uses semiconductor
components instead of components such as contact trans-
former and gas discharge tube in traditional ignition
technology. It has greatly improved. It has many advantages
over traditional ignition device in electromagnetic com-
patibility, power adaptation, output stability, lifespan, reli-
ability, and maintainability. In addition, variable frequency
and energy ignition device adds control circuit based on
solid-state ignition circuit to give control of frequency and
energy. It can also provide a corresponding frequency
electric spark for aeroengine in different climates.

A variable frequency and energy aeroengine ignition
device can offer multiple combinations of frequency and
energy [19]. +e optimum ignition parameters can be
progressively determined by matching with other engines
under different operating conditions in the experiment. We
can craft an ignition system limiting stored energy and a
combustion chamber limiting ignition spark frequency by
matching with each other from the minimum to the max-
imum. We determine the best composite value between
stored energy and spark frequency under different operating
conditions by carrying out experiments progressively. +e
ignition parameter under different engine operating con-
ditions is given by further control logic. We can enhance
start ignition reliability under different engine conditions
effectively.

+e function of variable frequency and energy is the
leading technology in the ignition field, and the frequency
and energy of traditional ignition are flat. When demand
from customers changes, a new kind of device needs to be
redesigned. It wastes time and cost. +e variable frequency
and energy ignition device designed in the paper has 75
kinds of combinations of frequency and energy. It is used
more and more widely. +at the aeroengine ignition device’s
ignition properties are set as a rule of thumb causes the waste
of ignition device’s resources, low efficiency of aeroengine’s
operation, and short service life of plugs. In this paper, a
variable frequency and energy aeroengine ignition device is
developed for improving the aeroengine combustion
chamber’s ignition function.

2. Hardware Design

+e device uses MCU as the core controller. +e MCU
circuitry can simplify the control circuit and reduce the
failure rate of the circuit. +e principle block diagram of the
ignition device designed in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
+e ignition device has a total of 15 kinds of frequency that
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ranges from 1Hz to 15Hz and 5 kinds of energy that ranges
from 1 J to 5 J.

+e variable frequency and energy ignition device works
as follows: power source 28 VDC across the power circuit
provides stable voltages of +24V, +12V, and +5V, which
provides a stable and reliable power for various follow-up
modules. +e frequency control module causes MCU to
output corresponding frequency PWM signals [20]. +e
signal is then amplified by the IGBT driver module to
generate enough high driving voltage. +e voltage drives
boost circuit made up of IGBTs. +en the diode conducts
and the energy-storing capacitance is charged up expo-
nentially. +e MCU detects the voltage across the energy-
storing capacitance by the monitor circuit of current-voltage
circuit during charging. When the voltage is higher than the
value set by the MCU, the MCU control ignition triggers
port output high level, which triggers the discharge circuit.
+en a steady stream of energy in the energy-storing ca-
pacitance is released by coil inductance, which breaks down
the switch. At last, the ignition device realizes the ignition
function. +e frequency control module adjusts the fre-
quency and the energy control module adjusts the energy.

2.1. Design of the Power Supply Circuit. +e ignition device’s
input voltage is 28VDC.+e device adopts a 7800 series three-
end integrate device that provides stable voltages of +24V,
+12V, and +5V for follow-up circuits. Its circuit schematic is
shown in Figure 2. We put the filter capacitors C1∼C6 before
the input of the circuit to remove clutter from the input. We
put the vibration-proof capacitor C7 after the output of the
circuit to remove clutter from the input. At last, stable voltages
of +24V, +12V, and +5V are obtained, respectively.

2.2. MCU and Its Peripheral Hardware Circuit. +e
STC89C52 MCU of 8051 series is chosen, which is powerful,
port richly functional, cheap, and mainstream. +e circuit is

core to MCU STC89C52 and the switching circuit and A/D
converter circuit are designed for its peripheral circuit. +e
switching circuit selects the silicon chip CD4076, which is one
of the sixteen analog switches, in order to choose frequency that
ranges from 1Hz to 15Hz.+eA/D converter circuit selects A/
D converter TLC2543 [21]. It digitizes voltages obtained by the
monitor circuit of the current-voltage module. +en the result
will be input to the MCU. In order to perform well, we should
speed up the running rate of theMCU. So 11.0592MHz crystal
is selected. +en the MCU can generate rectangle signals of
corresponding frequency by its timer.

MCU hardware circuit is shown in Figure 3. Port P0.0 is
the output interface of the PWM signal. Port P0.1 is voltage
comparator circuit interface. Port P0.2 is ignition trigger
interface. PWM-driven control adjusting theory is an op-
eration that the power supply is opened and closed with
some regular frequency. PWM is controlled by changing the
length of switching power supply time. PWM frequency is
changed by changing the timeframe in the ignition control
system to generate PWM signal. So PWM is described as
switch-driven device.

2.3. IGBTDrive Circuit. +emaximum of the rectangle signal
outputted by the MCU is +5V, which is not sufficient to drive
IGBT. So the IGBT drive circuit is needed. It can amplify the
rectangle signal to some value which is enough to drive the
IGBT. +is module uses the silicon chip AST965 as the core
controller. +e amount of peripheral devices needed is mini-
mal. And it is easy to operate. It can separate control circuits
from functional circuits with minimal interference. +e IGBT
drive circuit is shown in Figure 4. +e rectangle signal is input
from port 1 and the amplified signal is output from port 8.

2.4. Boost Circuit. +e single-ended flyback construction is
used in the boost circuit, as Figure 5 shows. A flyback
transformer actually is amultiple winding coupling inductance.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the variable frequency and energy ignition device.
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+e flyback transformer stores energy and it transforms
magnetic energy into electricity for transmission. When the
IGBT is conducted, the diode is cut off and magnetic field
energy is stored in the transformer T1 primary winding. When
the IGBTis cut off, the voltage of the secondary winding breaks
suddenly and induces a reverse voltage. +en the diode D3
conducts and magnetic field energy in the primary winding is
released to the energy-storing capacitance.

During flyback conversion, the transformer has leakage
inductance. +en both ends of the IGBT generate peak
voltage that disturbs the circuit. So RDC absorbing circuit is
designed in this module that inhibits peak voltage.

2.5. Monitor Circuit of Current-Voltage Circuit. +e chief
function is to monitor the voltage across the energy-storing
capacitance. +e voltage range of the MCU port is 0–5V. So
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Figure 3: MCU and its peripheral hardware circuit.
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collected voltage that is divided turns into a signal that can be
recognized by the MCU. B1 is the input of the module, which
is amplified by the boost module, as Figure 6 shows. It is
filtered by the filter capacitor C13.+en it charges the energy-
storing capacitance. +e voltage across the energy-storing
capacitance is divided by the resistors R6 and R7. +e voltage
across the resistor is just the signal needed to collect. If it is
higher than the values set by the MCU, the ignition trigger
port outputs high-level signal. If it is lower than the values set
by theMCU, the ignition trigger port outputs low-level signal.

Four switches are designed in the monitor circuit of
the current-voltage circuit to realize the function of
changing energy. C14∼C18 are energy-storing capacitors.
When no switches are pressed, the energy output of the
device is 1 J. When the switch SW1 is pressed, the energy
output of the device is 2 J. When the switch SW2 is
pressed, the energy output of the device is 3 J. When the
switch SW3 is pressed, the energy output of the device is
4 J. When the switch SW4 is pressed, the energy output of
the device is 5 J.
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Figure 5: Boost circuit.
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2.6. Discharge Circuit. While the energy-storing capacitance
is fully charged, the energy in the capacitor needs to be
released to the spark plug as soon as possible in order to
realize the ignition function. +e SCR is used as a switching
device, as Figure 7 shows. When the PWM signal is high,
potential differences between the base and emitter region of
the triode Q3 are present. +en the triode Q3 conducts.
Meanwhile, potential differences between the base and
emitter region of the triode Q2 are also present. +en the
triode Q2 conducts. At last, the SCR is triggered. As the
energy-storing capacitance discharges continuously, the
current between the anode and cathode of the SCR reduces
gradually. +en the SCR is cut off, and the discharge process
of the energy-storing capacitance can be accomplished.

3. Software Design

+is section introduces MCU code, which is divided be-
tween PWM signal generating and trigger discharging
section. +e code is downloaded in the MCU through the
software Keil uVision [22]. +e principal program flow is
shown in Figure 8.

+e following are the chief functions of the software
design:

(1) +e software makes port P0.0 of the MCU generate a
PWM driving signal.

(2) +e software makes the MCU generate a trigger
signal. Port P0.1 of the MCU is the comparing port
and port P0.1 is the ignition trigger port. When the
voltage collected by the monitor circuit of the cur-
rent-voltage circuit is higher than values set by the
MCU, port P2.0 outputs high-level signal. When it is
lower than values set by the MCU, port P2.0 outputs
low-level signal.

(3) +e software control frequency of the PWM signal is
outputted by theMCU.+eMCU controls frequency
by code switches. +e range of frequency is from
1Hz to 15Hz.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a variable frequency and energy aeroengine
ignition device is designed. It controls the frequency that
ranges from 1Hz to 15Hz and energy that ranges from 1 J
to 5 J. +ere are 75 kinds of permutations of frequency and
energy. +e device lays the foundations for the study of the
combustion chamber’s ignition property and the realiza-
tion of maximizing the combustion chamber’s lean ignition
excess air coefficient and shortening ignition lag time. We
can adjust the ignition abilities of ignition devices
according to engine performance to make the engine re-
duce power consumption and lighten the flighting burden.
I think that there will be a breakthrough in the number
range of energy of ignition devices by software in the fu-
ture. I should research on how to decrease the volume of
the device. How to enhance the reliability and electro-
magnetic compatibility features of ignition devices deserves
further investigation.
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